
These notes must be in 
your notebook in your 

own handwriting.

Notes may be used on 
the quiz, but not study 
guides or notes packets.
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April 9 vocab

iron and oxygen 
react to form 

rust

reaction
re·ac·tion

when (usually) two 
or more 

substances 
combine to form a 

new substance

Water becoming ice is NOT a 
chemical reaction because…



April 10 notes
4/9/18Chemical Reactions

Chemical reactions can be written as 
sentences or chemical equations
Chemical equations have 3 parts:

reactants           productsreaction 
arrowReactants

• What you START with BEFORE the 
reaction occurs

• Always on the LEFT of the arrow
• More than one? Use a + symbol
Products
• What you END with AFTER the 

reaction occurs
• Always on the RIGHT of the arrow
• More than one? Use a + symbol
Reaction Arrow
• Separates reactants from products
Equation sentences
• say “and” for each + symbol
• For the reaction arrow         , say 

“becomes,” “creates,” “forms,” 
“produces,” “results in,” or “yields”

4/10/18Chemical States
Chemicals can be solids, liquids, 

gasses, or aqueous.
If a substance is solid, use (s)
H2O(s) is solid water, or ice

If a substance is liquid, use (l)
H2O(l) is liquid water

If a substance is a gas, use (g)
H2O(g) is gaseous water, or vapor,

or steam

If a substance is dissolved in 
water, it is aqueous, so use (aq)
C6H12O6(aq) is sugar dissolved in water

A precipitate is when a substance 
that was aqueous becomes a solid

Ag(aq) ⟶ Ag(s)
Aqueous silver becomes silver precipitate

April 9 notes
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April 12 vocab & notes

The bread 
BEFORE you 
make toast

reactant
re·ac·tant

The chemicals 
present BEFORE 

the reaction 
starts

4/11/18Special Vocab
Other words that mean aqueous: 
“in water”
“dissolved”
“solution”
“soluble” (all acids are aqueous)

Things that are always solids: 
“precipitate”
any metal (if it’s alone)

Diatomic elements are elements 
that bond to themselves when 
they are alone. They include:

hydrogen = H2
oxygen =   O2
nitrogen = N2

fluorine =   F2
chlorine = Cl2
bromine = Br2
iodine = I2

A + B ⟶ AB
reactants

The reactants in making 
water (H2O) are…
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April 16 vocab

Chemical 
reactions 

produce products

product
pro·duct

The chemicals 
present AFTER 
the reaction

A + B ⟶ AB

prod
ucts

The product of hydrogen and 
oxygen is…
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April 23 vocab

There are 2 
aluminum atoms 

and 3 oxygen atoms 
on both sides, so 
the equation is 

balanced 

balance
bal·ance

same number of 
atoms on both 
sides of the 

equation 
(reactants and 

products)

2Al + 3O→ Al2O3

This reaction is NOT balanced 
because…
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April 24 notes
Balancing Reactions
Law of Conservation of Mass: 
Atoms are neither created nor destroyed in 
chemical reactions. The # of atoms in the 
reactants and products must be the same. 

Mg + F2 ⟶ MgF2
reactants products

Mg = 1
F = 2

Mg = 1
F = 2

This equation is 
already balanced

How to Count: subscripts vs. coefficients

H2O

coefficient: # in front of the compound 
shows how many of that 
compound you have
Example: 3 water molecules

subscript: # lower right of an element
shows how many of that element 
you have in a compound

Example: each water has two hydrogen in it  

BF3 + H2O ⟶ B2O3 + HF
1
3
2
1

B =
F =
H =
O =

B =
F =
H =
O =

2

3

1
1

To count atoms, multiply every subscript
in the compound by the coefficient

How to Count: Distribute Coefficients

How to Balance Equations Yourself
1) Draw a dotted line between the reactants 

and the products
2) List the different elements (in the same 

order) on both sides
3) Count the elements on both sides
4) Is it balanced? If yes, yay! If no, then
5) Pick an element that is NOT balanced
6) Add a coefficient in front of unbalanced 

element’s compound
7) Recount the elements in that compound
8) Repeat steps 5 – 7 until balanced 

×
×
×
×

= 2
= 6
= 6
= 3

×
×

= 6
= 6

REMEMBER: If there is N
O 

coefficient or
 subscript, 

that means there’s a
 1
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The mass of the 
products must 

equal the mass of 
the reactants

In a chemical 
reaction, atoms 

cannot be 
created or 
destroyed

2Al + 3O→ Al2O3

5 total 
atoms

5 total 
atoms

conservation
con·ser·va·tion

This mass is NOT conserved 
because…


